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This number of PN follCMs fast on No. 23 in order to complete our
delayed 1989 issues. I t contains Bill Shuter' s notes on the Pater
manuscripts at Harvard, mentioned in his 'Dating the Harvard
Manuscripts: A Request for Help' in out last mnnber, and it is
prefaced by Elizabeth Ann Falsey's description of the manuscripts.
It is hoped that circulation of this material will inform PN
readers of the contents of the Harvard holdings and stimulate
observations on their dates.
The remainder of the notes will
appear in No. 25.
News

ELT will be publishing a special issue for Ian Fletcher in August.
among other articles touching on Pater, Billie
Inman's 'Shades of Baron d' Hancarville in Mallock' s New Republic
which considers the beck Mr Rose offers to buy for £30.00. Billie
Inman 's second volume of Walker Pater and His Reading which oovers
the years 1874-1877 and includes a bibliography of his library
borrCMings, 1878-1894 (Garland) is due to appear in July.
~ will contain,

Dating the Harvard Manuscripts:A ·Request for Help: Part · II
A

SPOCIAL COI.LEX::TICNS REPORI': THE PATER M!\.NUOCRIPTS
AT HOUGHroN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

The largest group of WaIter Pater material at the
Houghton Library, Harvard University, is the collection purchased
fron John Holroyd-Reece of Lincoln's Inn in 1961, a partial list
Copyright c 1990 Officers of the Pater Society of the UK and USA
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of
which
was
published
in
Samuel
Wrights'
1975
A Bibliography of Walter H. Pate r .
A
new list
of
these
manuscripts
has since been prepared to reflect a
rev ised
organisation, inco~X)rating suggestions by Lawrence Eva ns as well
as by Billie Andrew Inman, Donald L . Hill, and othe r scholar s who
had consulted them. Most of the titles assigned to fragmentary or
unpublished material in the previous list have been retained; the
principal difference between the two lists is that some of Pater's
notes and fragments have now been placed with oornplete or JOC)re
continuous pieces to Which they are apprarently related.
The
revised list is as follows:
*80M-38
l::MS Eng 1150

Compositions:
Apollo in Picardy
See nos . (15),(35) .
(1)

Plato's ethics.
A.MS.; [n . p., n . d . ] . 14s.(23p.)

See also no. (17) .

(2)

[Essay on Plato: fragment]
A.MS.; [n .p . , n.d . ]. 5s.(5p.)

(3)

[The his tory of philosophy] .
A.MS. ; [n.p. , n .d.] . 24s . (48p.)

(4)

[Gaston de Latour].
A.MS. am MS . possibly in the ham of
Clara Pater; [n. p., n.d.] 25s. (35p.)
Includes fragments of chapters 8 and 12,
chapter 13, notes.

(5)

Tibalt the Albigense.
A.MS.; [n.p., n . d.]. 19s.(19p.)

(6)

Introduction to Greek studies.
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 6s.(Bp. )

(7)

The aesthetic life .
A. MS.: [n.p. , n . d.]. 39s.(39p.)

(8 )

Gaudioso, the second
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.] . 22s . (22p.)

(9)

[Translat i ons from Plato].
A.MS.; [n .p., n.d.]. 38s.(69)p.)

(10)

[Translations from unide ntif i ed French
source].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.] . 3s.(5p.)
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Possibly a translation; concerns a
conversation between Maurice and the
abbe Des Mortreux.
(11)

Art and religion
A.MS. ; [n.p., n.d.J. 59s.(66p.)

(12)

The writings of Cardinal Newman.
A.MS.; [n . p., n.d.J. 36s.(39p.)

(13)

[English literatureJ.
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 37s.(41p.)

(14)

[The ParthenonJ.
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 41s . (6Op.)

(15)

[Evil in Greek artJ.
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 6s.(12p.)
Includes fragment from draft of Apollo
in Picardy, verso.

(16)

lecture: the marbes of Aegina.
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 16s.(17p.)

( 17)

[l-bral philosophy].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 26s.(51p.)
Lecture; portions related to Plato's ethics
and Marius the Epicurean.

(18)

[HobbesJ.
A.MS.; [n . p ., n.d.J. 9Os(121p.)

(19)

[Dante].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d . J. 8s.(lOp.)

(20)

[Notre Dame de Troyes].
A.MS .; en.p., n.d.J. 7s.(7p.)

(21)

[The young romantic].
A.MS.; en.p., n.d.J. 5s.(9p.)

(22)

[Miscellaneous notes and fragments].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.J. 15s.(16p.)

(23)

[Miscellaneous brief notes].
A.MS.; en.p., n.d.J. 162.(26p.)

(24)

Arezzo.
Ms. with A.MS. armotations and revisions;

[n.p., n.d.]. 16.s.(16p.)
(25)

[Corot and French landscape painting].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 8s.(13p.)

(26)

[Essays on Plato: fragments] .
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 3s.(6p.)
From drafts of essays in Plato and Platonism.
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(27)

[NOtes on Chatealibriand].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 6s . (6p.)

(23)

[The youth of Michelet] .
A.MS.; [n .p ., n.d . ]. 17s.(21p.)
Includes translated extracts from
La Jeunesse de Michelet.

(29)

[Gustave Flaubert].
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 24s.(25p.)
Includes fragments of an essay and of translation
of Flaubert' s Correspondence .

(30)

[Reflections by Lake Geneva] .
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. lls.(llp . )
Possibly a translation or fiction.

(31)

[Thistle] .
A.MS.; [n.p., n.d.]. 7s.(7p.)
Notes toward a 3rd volume of fiction in the Marius
the · Epicurean, Gaston · de ·· Latour trilogy.

(32)

[An imaginary portrait].

A.MS.; en.p . , n.d . ]. 16s(19p.)
Concerns a French priest.
(33)

[Fragments of fiction] .
A.MS.; [n.p., ca. 1377-1373]. 5s(9p.)
Possibly from drafts of The child in the House and
An English poet.
Letters:

(34)

A.L. to [Lewis Campbell]; [Brasenose College, 6 May
1397]. 2s. (2p . )
Draft.

(35)

A.L . to [Edward Vincent Eyre]; n.p., 1 Jul 1393].
3s. (6p.)
Draft; includes fragments from draft of Apollo in
Picardy, verso.

In addition to these papers,
Pater material in other collections:
MS Eng 323

l:i4S Am

Houghton has the following

[Coleridge]
A.MS. and TS . (unsigned);
[n.p., ca.1330]. 34f.(34p.)
Written for T.H. Ward's
English Poets (1330-31);
pp. 23-34 supplied in typescript
from the revised essay in Pater's
Appreciations (1339).

1737 (544)

A.L.s.

to Gecrge Moore;

1333. Is . (2p.)
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Oxford,

bMS Am 1631 (317)

A.L . s.
to
[Walford]
Robertson; [lDndon, 1 Jan
Is. (lp. )env.

Graham
1893] .

bMS Eng 1148 (1132) 3 A.L.s. to Sir William Rothenstein:
[n.p., 23 Nov 1893]. Is.(lp.) [n.p.,
16 Jan 1897?]. Is . (lp.) Oxford, 11
Mar 1897. Is.(3p.)
Autograph file

3 A.L.s to Arthur Symons:
[lDndon, 1 Apr 1889]. Is.(2p.)
[Oxford] 18 Oct [1890]. Is.(2p.)env.
same, 27 Jan [1891]. Is.(2p.)env.
With env., 14 J\ug 1888.

bMS Am 1899 (145)

A.L.s. to [
Is. (lp.)

];

London [n.d.].

A word should be said about the manuscripts in bMS Eng
1150 .
MJre than many authors' notes or drafts, they are
fragmentary.
Some are umated, scattered notes from Pater's
reading, bits of translations, isolated sentences or phrases
written on the slips of paper which we knew Pater kept by him to
be used (or not) in lectures and essays.
Even in the longer
pieces there are sentences with blank spaces in them, as though
the right thought or the right word would be visible only from a
different "perspective".
To consult them is to be aware of some
of Pater's preoccupations at work in the process of his own
writing, the movement of his own thought .
The tension between
centrifugal and centripetal forces, for example, is present in our
-and perhaps, his-provisional ordering and reordering of the
sheets, bringing
them into different relationships, one to the
other. Pater's description of the "home~rown method of Socrates"
in "The rxxtrine of Plato' is useful in approaching his own
papers: in them one sees the "philosophic temper", a long and
complex dialogue of a mind with itself.
The Houghton Library is open from 9 .00 to 5.00, MJnday
through Friday,
throughout the year.
After registering by
presenting two forms of identification, readers are welcome to
consult catalogues and the manuscripts themselves.
Photocopying
and microfilming services are available.
As Pater scholars will
knew, Sharon Bassett (California State University, lDs Angeles) is
editing the Pater manuscripts at Houghton for the proposed
Collected Works.
For any special permissions, scholars should
write to Rodney G. Dennis, Curator of Masnuscripts.
Elizabeth Ann Falsey
(Harvard University)
B

The Hcughton Pater Manuscripts (lH> Eng 1150): Notes

Elizabeth
Notes.

Falsey' s

pagination of the MSS.
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is employed in

these

1

1.
"Plato's Ethics" corresponds to the lecture "Platonic
Ethics" mentioned in the slip acoompanying no.17 .
In Note 1 to
no.17 I give my reasons for supposing that the slip was written in
the later part of 1883.
On this assumption no. 1 was written
before that date.
2.
H~ever ,
the reference to Lacedaerocm and the echo of
"Emerald Uthwart" on pp. [12v and 13] suggest a later date, and it
is of course possible that in 1883 Pater designed a lecture on
Plato's Ethics that he had not yet written.
If no. 1 was drafted
later, the allusions to Grote might connect it with the borrCMing
of October 1885 rather than with the borrCMings of June 1881. But
it could hardly have been written after Pater decided on the final
form for his lectures on Plato and Platonism.
See Note 3 to no.
17.
3.
Pages [4, 12, and 13] have a watermark: J. Collard /
wndon / Fine.
It is perhaps worth noting that the other
manuscripts with this mark were written after Pater's move to
wndon in 1885.
4.

Page [11] has another mark: TCMgood's / Fine.
2

1.
A stricken draft for no. 2 appears on the verso of p.[6]
in no. 4. See Note 1 to the latter item for my argument that no.
4 was written after Plato and Platonism.
2.
The opening phrase suggests a lecture.
Pater here
discusses aspects of Plato's aesthetic thought not considered in
"Plato's Aesthetics" in Plato and Platonism.
Could no. 2 be
connected wit.'1 the earlier version of the Plato and Platonism
lectures that E. B. Titchener heard between 1887 and 1889?
3.

The paper has the J. Collard / wndon watermark .
3

1-

P. [2Ov] refers to Cardinal Newman, who was elevated in

1879.
2.
P. [13v] alludes to Rochester's deathbed conversion,
described by Gilbert
Burnet .
Pater
borrCMed
Burnet's
Some Passages of the Life and Death of Rt. Hon. Jdm Earl of
Rochester, 5th ed. (L::mdon, 1700) on 7 Nov 1880.
3.
The disccusions on the opening pages of an intellectual
'golden age" resembles Marius I, 100-102.
4.
The phrase "which may occur to the general reader" (p.
[5vl] suggests an essay.
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5.
The paper has an elaborate W. T. & Co. watermark, but
since the mark appears in both early and later manuscripts, I do
not consider it significant.
4

1.
On the verson of p. [5J is a stricken draft for pp. 27980 of Plato and Platonism .
I take this to mean that no. 4 was
written after, perhaps soon after, Pater finished the Plato and
Platonism lectures.

2.

P . [6vJ, stricken, is a draft for no. 2.

3.
An earlier draft of Chapter 13 is part of
material at the University of Arizona.

4.
Pater.

the

Gaston

The hand of Chapter XIII seems to be that of Clara
See Attachment 2. But it is not, I think, that of no. 24,

5
1.
Arthur Syrnons (Figures of Several Centuries [1916J, pp.
104-5 records that within two years of the publication of
Imaginary Portrai ts in 1887 Pater told him he was planning another
such volume that would include "Hippolytus Veiled", a study based
on M::>roni ' s "Portrait of a Tailor", a portrait set in the time of
the Albigensian persecution, and a "modern study" (See Evans,
Letters, XXX).

2.
In October of 1887 Pater
the Albigensian crusade.

borr~ed

two works

concerning
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1.
In his Preface to Greek Studies (1895), C. L. Shadwell
wrote that the essays on Greek sculpture that he reprinted "are
all that remain of a series which, if Mr. Pater had lived, would,
probably, have grown into a still more important work.
Such a
work would have included one or more essays on Phidias and the
Parthenon, of which only a fragment, thoogh an important fragment,
can be found amongst his papers; and it was to have been prefaced
by an Introduction to Greek Studies, only a page or two of which
was ever written" (p. 3).
But Evans thinks Shadwell' s prefaces
'betray a striking indefiniteness about Pater's plans and problems
as a writer" (Letters, XXVI).
2.
The stricken opening phrase suggests that these
continue an originally longer text.

3.
(1867).

On

p.

pages

[4] Pater alludes to his essay on Winckelmann

4.
The parenthetical note next to the title seems to have
been written at a later time than the text itself.
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Epicurean, and Plato and Platonism.
For Itoh regard$ the latter
as reflections and refractions of the former.
As a resul t,
the
discussion often becomes meandering and repetitive: the all too
familiar "To burn always with this hard, gemlike flame" frcm
"Conclusion" to The Renaissance plagues the reader.
More importantly,
however,
Itch substantiates his
discussion of Paterian mode of life and artistic expression whiCh
consititute both sides of the same coin, a synChronization of
style and contents, by contrast and comparison with Oscar Wilde
(Chapter v) and then with Montaigne (Chapter VI).
The missing
link in both cases is Matthew Arnold and the Arnoldian concept of
"culture".
This approaCh toward the subject is not new; yet it
well serves the author's purpose, which is to explore the nature
and essence of Pater's aestheticism.
EaCh section of the book is equally allocated with the
exception of the long Introduction (pp. 9-51) and the inordinately
lengthy Chapter V (pp 126-177) whiCh deals with Pater and Wilde.
Itoh does full justice to both exponents of aestheticism, Pater
and Wilde, by juxtaposing these "artists".
Judicious enough is
his contention that these two artists are essentially the same in
their view of life and art; the superficial divergence is largely
due
to their temperamental difference (pp.
171-72).
The
discussion is solidly documented by the author's familiarity with
the writings of both Pater and Wilde.
Curiously enough, the
chapter turns out to an "imaginary portrait" of Oscar Wilde a la
Pater, which in itself is a credit to
the author
of
Pater - His Search for Beauty, himself a
devotee to Pater's
"contenplative aestheticism".
As a whole,
Itch's comparison of
Pater's and Wilde's aestheticism as revealed in their art and life
is conservative, more cautious than that done by RiChard Ellmann
in his biography, Oscar Wilde (1987).
Another comparative study Itch's attenpts for the
explication of Pater's aestheticism is his chapter on "Pater and
Montaigne" (pp . 178-209). He argues that the two major influences
observed in Pater's writings from his early masterpiece, the
Renaissance, through his later work, Plato and Platonism, are
Plato's Dialogues and M:mtaigne' s Essais.
The Chapter is an
interesting speculation on Pater's relationship to the sixteenthcentury sceptic as Platonist.
As in the case of Pater-Wilde
relationship, the comparison and contrast between Pater and
Montaigne is made on the basis of their writings.
Itoh concludes
that despite his commitment to Montaigne 's penChant to reserve all
judgements,
Pater
remained too self-indulgent in his
own
impressions which for him as for Henry James waS synonymous with
experience.
Therefore, the Arnoldian dictum that "the aim of
criticism is to see the object in itself as it really is" beccmes
in Pater a relatively personal experience and lacks
that
"disintere$ted curiosity".
Nonetheless, Itoh under$cores the
indelible influence Montaigne's Essais has made on Pater the man
and the artist.
In his thought-provoking report (PNL, No. 21, pp . 5-9),
"Anyone for Pingpong? - Reflections on the 1988 Pater Conference",
Bernard RiChards comments on the importance of two sceptics
Bruno and Montaigne - in the nineteenth century.
Here then is
another rejoinder in the critical "pingpong" game.
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The concluding chapter, "Contemplative Aestheticism", is
the recapitulation of the author's interest in WaIter Pater as
"scholar-artist", whose search for beauty knONs no end like that
of the poet who writes: "I died for Beauty ... " Pater -His Search
for Beauty is an unpretentious exploration in Pater's aestheticism
and in the eternal question continuously asked: What is art?
Keiko Beppu
Robe College

Tintner,
.l Ideline
R.
The Book World of Henry James:
Appropriating the Classics, with a forward by Lean Fdel. Studies
in M::rlern Literature No. 82. Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1987
$49.95.
"No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning
alone",
wrote T.S. Eliot in 1920.
"His significance, his
appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets
and artists." For more than four decades, Adeline R. Tintner has
explored, in painstaking detail, the relation of Henry James to
the dead poets, artists, and novelists whose works stirred his own
imagination.
As a useful study of the ways in which the novelist
absorbed
and transformed his sources,
James scholars will
therefore welcome The Book ·-World of Henry JameS. Unfortunately,
others
may find the specialized focus of the volume less
satisfying .
But the author has done more than simply provide a
convenient anthology of brief selections published between 1972
and 1987.
She has revised her original articles,
adding
introductory comments and a thoughtful preface, to produce an
iconcgraphic study in the same vein as her Museum World of Henry
James
and
Pop World of Henry James.
Like Tintner's
other
"worlds", The Book World of Henry James focuses on one specific
type of source - in this case, the 11terary classic.
Although The Book World of Henry JameS is ambitious in
scope, Tintner makes no pretense of being exhaustive.
For the
most part,
she ignores sources that have been extensively
discussed elsewhere, citing relevant studies in the preface and
notes.
She aims not to dazzle readers with her own detective
work,
but
to deepen their ability to appreciate
James's
achievement.
In fact, she notes that the secrets she discloses
are really "open secrets" - clues planted by the author for the
throughtful reader.
The work of an amiable, experienced guid, Tintner' s book
employs a relaxed chronolcgical organization.
With the exception
of one chapter devoted to "The Romantic World of Roderick Hudson",
the fourteen chapters focus on James's sources rather than on his
individual works.
The tour begins with Shakespeare, the first
great author to touch James' s creative spirit .
Along the route,
Tintner points to such subtle sources as Gulliver's Travels ("Lady
Barberina"), "The Fall of the House of Usher" ( "The Jolly
Corner"), and Anna Karenina (The Awkward Age) .
The final five
chapters explore the pervasive influence of Balzac.
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Pater
is
cited simply as background to
Woolf's
aestheticism. Quentin Bell is quoted for likening the standard of
Pater's art criticism wi~~ that of Ruskin.
Pater is named as one
whose aesthetic stance was shaped by French writers and who
therefore shared a position with Proust (unlike Ruskin).
But
Woolf, together with her Bloomsbury colleagues is noted for
rejecting the notion that art was '" the whole or supreme end of
life' " , and for developing instead a view of art TOC>re in accord
with that of G. E. Moore.
Read, Richard.
Ruskin and the
(1989), 315-25.

" 'A Name that makes it looked after': Turner,
visual-verbal sublime".
Word and ' Image, 5.4

Read mentions Pater once and briefly, to reveal him
scoring against Ruskin: "An ambivalent iconoclasm runs through
Ruskin's
work long after his exclusive preoccupation
with
imitation had ended.
It is the result of him regarding art both
as a natural and arbitrary sign of God ' s existence, and an
impenetrable barrier between man and God.
As Pater put it in a
deadly sentence which surely had Ruskin as its target: 'The
sensuous expression of ideas Which unreservedly discredit the
world of sense, was the delicate problem which Christian art had
before it'''. (Renaissance, ed. Hill, p.179)
Reviews
Brake, L. R. Walter Pater, a life remembered. Edited by Robert
M. Seiler.
Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1987. In VPR
23.1 (1990), 28-30.
This is a reivew Which focuses on the editor's handling
of Victorian periodicals and Pater's involvement with them.
It
also takes on the model of Pater's life implicit in
the
selections, and in editorial conunents here: "That Pater never
exerted an influence over his environment conunensurate with his
abilities', with the 'impulse to assertion around 1872 ' overcome
by 'the impulse to restraint' '' .
Seiler' s book is invaluable for
Pater scholars, for its gathering of disparate sources and for its
bibliographies. (LB)
Brief Mention -Reviews
Conlon, John
J.
The Myth of the Modern: A Study in British
Literature and Criticism after 1850. By Perry Meisel. New Haven,
Yale Univ. Press, 1987. In ELT 32.4 (1989), 490-94.
Conlon admires Meisel ' s study of Gaston as a completed
narrative, called "unfinished" because it takes the " impossibility
of ' modernity' as its theme".
Conlon also remarks on the
persuasive power of Meisel ' s study of Eliot's debt to Pater, and
on the link Meisel reveals between prose portraiture by Pater and
by Joyce.
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Dale,
Peter.
The Myth of the Modern: A Study in British
Literature and Criticism after 1850. By Perry Meisel. New Haven,
Yale Univ. Press, 1987. In victorian Studies, 32.2 (Winter 1989),
289-92.
Dale takes issue with Meisel's use of Pater, agreeing
with him that Pater is the "central link" in the transition from
rananticism to modernism, but he argues that "the process of this
passage is IOClre complex than Meisel acknowledges".
Dale points
out that Meisel, on the authority of Bloom and Paul de Man,
constructs a "Derridean Pater" by fixing on "Style" as the
clearest statement of Pater's rejection of unfigurative literary
language while failing to emphasise the fact that for Pater,
literary language is the expression of personality and therefore
free from the responsibility of mirroring external nature in an
unfigurative way.
Dale feels that the Pater which Meisel offers
"may never have existed".
He also states that the book is
"ingenious, exasperatingly dense but ultimately galvanising".
Hunter, Shelagh.
The "Expressive ""Eye: ""Fictiofl -and "Perception in
tl'iEn·Jork -ofThamas "" Hardy.
By J. B. Bullen Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1986. In Modern "LangUage Review, 84.4 (Oct. '89), 948-49.
Hunter notes that Bullen shCMs hCM "the description of
elements of portraiture in The Return of the Native" comments on
the organisation of the novel "when it is placed in relation to
current ideas on the human face as a record of human history
Thus Clym' s face could be seen as a reflection of JOOdern
sensibility by an audience who might well recall
Pater's
commentary on the Mona Lisa or W. M. Rossetti 's view that in
Woolner's bust of Tennyson 'something of the future was visible'''.
Stokes, John.
Language and Decadence in the "Victorian Fin de
Siecle.
By Linda Daw'~~17i~n~g~.~~p=rTin~c~etLo~n=-,~N~e~w~JTe=r=s=e=y~,~and~"Gu~i'l'dnf~o~r~d~:
Princeton Univ. Press. 1986. In MLR, 84.4 (Oct. '89) 949-51.
Passing mentioo of Pater's prose style as one of many
examples of "Decadent" literary language, according to Dawling' s
definition of the term.
This,
Stokes explains,
is "any
disrespectful
response
to
the
supposedly sacred
nature
of
words"
which had been
established by Coleridge's
"identification of inward spirit with written language".
Dissertations
Milbrandt, Roger Douglas. Three Late Victorian Models of Artistic
Production: A study of Arnold, Pater and Morris.
Ph.D. Syracuse
University, 1989.
Order No. DA 8919524.
In OAr, 50.6 (Dec.
1989), I667A-I668A.
The thesis examines the critical writings of Arnold,
Pater and Morris to determine their respective theories on
artistic process.
"Pater's early criticism presupposes a model
which unites within the single figure of the artist the functions
Arnold distributes between the poet and the critic.
In his later
work, Pater continues to see the artist performing all the work of
artistic production,
but he discards the Arnoldian belief that
the artist creates art out of ideas.
Instead, Pater's artist
17

makes art out of already existing art-works by applying to them
historically appropriate techniques.
Tne consumption of art
becomes
a
productive activity and mirrors late Victorian
conswnerism. 'I
Ulrike Stamm,
M.A. (Berlin 1989): "WaIter Pater's
concept of of art and culture between the poles of imagination and
history, with special reference to his Imaginary Portraits".
In a theorectical part Pater's notions of imagination,
history and of the diaphanous character are examined.
Time, seen
as ambivalent, dominates them all. It is both in constant motion
and, through the motif of the relique, it becomes a medium wherein
everything is conserved.
Whereas Pater's theoretical texts
errphasize the importance of the flux of time, his literary focus
is more on history as memory and recurrence .
As the close
analysis
of the "Imaginary Portraits" shcws,
his artistic
imagination remains oriented tcwards the past.
Analogously, the
diaphanous
character that was devised theoretically as
an
idealized counterpart of the flux of time is found to be missing
in the narratives. (US)
Ulrike Stamm, Ph.D. project (Berlin):
"Sense of time
and the visual in the work of WaIter Pater and Hugo von
Hofmannsthal" .
In this first comparative study Pater's influence on
Hofmannsthal shall be examined .
Since Hofmannsthal appreciated
Pater predominantly as critic, I will set out by discussing their
different critical approaChes to fine art and literature.
The
main part of the dissertation will consist of comparative
interpretations of Hofmannsthal ' s early narratives and selected
narratives by Pater.
The errphasis will be on the moments of
epiphany in whiCh the close connection of temporal and visual
experience is most clearly revealed.
Finally, Hofmannsthal' s
criticism of Pater's aestheticism wi~l be assessed in
its
significance for his further development. (US)
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